
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

The latter had often inquired for her in person, until the illness of her
___________ child had kept her at home.
1.

(own/dear)own dear

It's the ___________ tune, brother.2. (same/old)same old

The eruption comes rapidly in ____________ spots, which are slightly
raised.
3.

(small/red)
small red

Can you kick all those ________________ devils off?4. (wooden/little)little wooden

It was in fact a large hill, and being in the vicinity of small suburb cottages,
it rose above them like a ______________ mountain.
5.

(black/great)great black

I, ______________ thing that I was!6. (poor/little)poor little

She would not let a _________________ fellow like that be beheaded; but
how to prevent it was not quite clear at the moment.
7.

(handsome/young)
handsome young

After ______________________ attempts to refresh his memory, he was
directed to withdraw.
8.

(several/ineffectual)
several ineffectual

Jack's ____________ eyes rested on him amiably.9. (mild/blue)mild blue

Before us was an ____________ tower.10. (old/Roman)old Roman

The officer gave a ____________ orders to his second in command,
walked rapidly into the lawn, and approached the cottage.
11.

(few/hasty)
few hasty

A _____________ protestations were now heard.12. (few/feeble)few feeble

How _______________ thoughts must have arisen in his mind, to make
him forget to follow Jacques and learn how he was!
13.

(many/painful)
many painful

His heart had never been more or less attached to her than to any
__________________ woman in Egypt.
14.

(beautiful/other)other beautiful

If I should confess the truth, there is no _______________ immortality
that I envy so much as the poet's.
15.

(mere/earthly)
mere earthly
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The horizon was of a ______________ tint, changing gradually into a
pure apple green, and from that into the deep blue of the mid-heaven.
16.

(fine/golden)

fine golden

It lowers him towards the level of our _____________ intellects.17.
(own/humble)

own humble

But, under the influence of the _____________ cause which had acted
elsewhere, these armies too were melting away, and would soon be almost
totally dissolved.

18.

(fatal/same)

same fatal

A day or two later he was the spectator of a _________________ scene.19.
(little/curious)

curious little

You must come and have a ____________ chat presently.20. (long/nice)nice long
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